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Having something common in common is 

not the same as sharing something special:

Sublexical frequency effects constrain 

theories of similarity

Vsevolod Kapatsinski

Indiana University

Dept. of Linguistics and Speech Research Lab

Importance of similarity

• Structure of the lexicon (Vitevitch 2004)

• Predicting analogical change (Bybee 2001), loanword 
adaptation, direction of assimilation (Steriade 2004)

• Neighborhood density effects (Luce and Pisoni 1998) 
Which words can influence each other during 
processing?

• The relation between productivity and sensitivity to 
phonological similarity of novel words to existing ones 

(Pinker and Prince 1994, Kapatsinski 2005)

The Plan

• The question: What is similarity? How should it 
be modeled?

• Main contenders
– Geometric models

– Featural models

• Type frequency of shared and mismatched 
segments

• Its effect on between-word sound similarity 
judgments

Background: Theories of similarity

Geometric Models of Similarity

Similarity is distance in multidimensional space  

(Shepard 1957)
Symmetry axiom: d (x, y) = d (y, x)

Feature matching model

• Tversky (1977)

• Similarity = a linear combination of the 

common and distinctive features
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Tversky’s critique of the symmetry axiom

• Subjects given one letter in advance, compared 

with new one

– Proportion of incorrect same responses larger when 
the features of the unknown letter were a subset of 
the features of the standard letter than the reverse

– Also when first Morse signal was a subset of second 
signal

� Symmetry axiom: d (x, y) = d (y, x)

Further violations of symmetry

• Given a pair of words, one high-frequency, one low-
frequency, more priming is observed if the low-

frequency one is the prime than when it is the target

– Semantic priming: Koriat 1981, Chwilla et al. 1998

– Visual: Rueckl 2003

– Morphological: Schriefers et al. 1992, Feldman 2003

– Acoustic: Goldinger et al. 1989

– Phonological: Radeau et al. 1995

• L1�L2 > L2�L1 (Jiang and Forster 2001)

Distance-density model

• Krumhansl (1978): Two points in a relatively 

dense region of a stimulus space have a smaller 
similarity measure than two points of equal 

interpoint distance but located in a less dense 
region of the space

• Asymmetric SJ’s can result from attention-
dependent weights attached to densities of the 

compared points

Diagnosticity and density

• Tversky 1977

– a most like what?

– a, b, c, p; 

• p similar to b, � a more similar to c than to b 

• p similar to c, � a more similar to b than to c

– Tversky: Diagnosticity: adding p makes features 
shared by p and the other stimuli more diagnostic

– Krumhansl 1978: Density

Probabilistic accounts (cf. 

Tenenbaum and Griffiths 2001)

• Holistic version: How likely are two randomly 

chosen stimuli of this type, e.g., two words

– To share what these stimuli share

– To differ in what these stimuli differ in?

• Decompositional version:

– How informative is this feature for identifying the 
stimulus?

– Frequent feature � its presence is less informative.

II. Frequency of shared parts
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Predictions
• Distance-density model: 

– high frequency of shared parts increases the density of the 
region the stimuli are in � stimuli are less similar if they 
share frequent parts than if they share rare parts

• Holistic Probabilistic account:

– A high-frequency part is more likely to be shared �

– if two words share a frequent part, the fact that the part is 
shared is not salient: � lower similarity

• lots of words share this, the fact that these two do is no big deal 

vs. 

• wow, this is something really rare and they share it, they must be 
really similar

• Decompositional Probabilistic account: 

– Frequent features are less informative � less salient, words 
sharing frequent parts are less similar

Do characteristics of the match 

matter for similarity at all?

– Number of matched segments influences similarity 
judgments for phontactically legal nonwords
(Kapatsinski 2004, 2005) and length of match 
influences confusability of nonlinguistic patterns 
(Kidd and Watson 1992) 

BUT... 

– Standard neighborhood density estimates do not 
take the match into account: words are neighbors if 
they differ by only one phoneme, regardless of 
length of the match

Sound similarity judgments

• 20 native English speakers

• CVC stimuli

• How similar do the words in the pair sound?

• Respond by circling a number on a scale ranging 
from “as different as two words could possibly 

be” to “the same; identical”

• Frequencies taken from the CMU Pronouncing 
Dictionary (Wiebe 1998)

zeIt-veIt
zoIg-voIg

Validation of methods: 

Replication of prior findings
Vitz and Winkler 1973, Derwing and Nearey 1986, Bendrien 1992, 
Kapatsinski 2004, 2005

Similarity as a function of location and type of 

mismatch
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III. Frequency of mismatched parts

Predictions

• Distance-density model: 
– high frequency of mismatched parts increases the density of the region the stimuli 

are in � stimuli are less similar if they differ in frequent parts than if they differ in 
rare parts

• Holistic Probabilistic account:
– A high-frequency part is less likely to be mismatched �

– if two words differ in a frequent part, the fact that the part is not shared is  salient: 
� lower similarity
• lots of words share this, the fact that these two do not  is big deal 
vs. 

• This is something very rare, only one of these words has this but it’s no big deal, you 
wouldn’t expect a pair of words to share this anyway

• Decompositional Probabilistic account
– Frequent features are less informative

– If feature salience decreased by high frequency, words mismatched in frequent 
parts should be MORE similar

Methods

• 100 native English speakers

• /ai/-/ou/ vs. /oi/-/au/

• Duration of mismatch controlled

• Respond by pressing a button corresponding to 
a number on the scale

• Match identity (token) controlled (minimal pairs)

• All words are nonwords

kroUv-kraIv kraUv-kroIv

stroU-straI straU-stroI
gloUs-glaIs glaUs-gloIs

Results

Contra Distance-Density Model, Probabilistic Account
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Future Directions

• Evaluating prior probability:

– Use much more frequent features

– Perhaps, the features used are not frequent enough for subjects to think 

‘two words are likely to share this’: two words are not very likely to share 

even the most frequent segments

• Exposing Russian speakers to the /aj/-/ou/ vs. /oj/-/au/ 
contrast (Uppsala: http://heckel.sfb.uni-tuebingen.de/cgi-bin/cqp.pl)

– aj – 26396

– ou - 406

– oj - 33812

– au – 1495
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Conclusion

• Match characteristics and not just mismatch characteristics 
matter for similarity.

• High frequency of a match makes the match less salient

• High frequency of a mismatch makes the mismatch less salient

• This interaction of frequency and similarity disconfirms the 
Distance-Density Model and raises problems for non-
decompositional accounts of similarity. It is consistent with 
Tversky’s feature-matching model equipped with the assumption 
that more frequent features are less salient (because of being less 
informative).
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